
SUPER CODER PROGRAM
Curriculum KG- 2nd



Program Overview
Kids are Naturally inclined towards anything joyful
and fun. Enable them explore their hidden
potential through our diverse multidiciplinary live
fun-based program.

At TutorForKid, we adopt a unique fun based
approach so that learning becomes play which,
allows kid to explore their passion and discover
their hidden talents. Our curriculum cover the
entire spectrum in a playful way. from coding to
design thinking. 
Our Methodology enables them to graps Science &
maths concept by coding, visualisations and
animations. We offer a unique curriculum poised
for success and encourage them to take on
challenges. Their Fundamental relationship to
technology changes from being consumer to a
creator.



A way beyond Coding

Concepts for maths and science
Good moral Practices
Life lessonsVarious 
Facts about our country

Coding opens up Infinitely many possibilities for kids to
channelize their creativity. Our courses are designed by
professionals having more than 15 Years of experience of
teaching kids along with the coders from silicon valley.
Which enables us to provide such an experience that your
kids learn a way beyond than coding. They learn:-

This approach helps children develop a deeper
understanding of concept and perform better in Curriculum.



Coding Fundamentals

Creative Thinking

Scientific Exploration

5 Pillars of our
curriculum

The Curriculum is designed to bring out the
gunius in your child. We offers an all-
encompassing technology curriculum for kids,
Covering coding foundation to scientific
exploration. It is also the only platform to
provide specific teaching expertise for
faculties of technology.

Advance Tech

Problem Solving



Detailed Curriculum



Coding is the new literacy. it sharpens problem
solving skills, fosters creativity, makes kids
learn perseverance and opens up numerous
career opportunities. It requires high activity of
multiple areas in the brain and altogether
empowers children.

Algorithm
Debugging
Loop
Coding decoding

Session Includes:-
1.
2.
3.
4.

5. Events
6. Animation
7. Project-1
8. Revision class

Coding
Foundation

Class 1-8



Mobile Game
Development

Class 9-24

Coding combined with design thinking lays the
platform for game development.

This level of the course will give student deep
understanding of the basic programming
concept with higher level of implementation.

Sequence text
Loop text
Nested loop
Condition
Condition -2
Intro to variable
Variable-2
Intro to dance party
Project dance party

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10. Revision class
11. Function
12. Function-2
13. Intro to play text
14. Intro to game lab
15.Game-flappy bird
16. Game- Star Wars



Mobile App
Development

Class 26-48

Intro to sprite lab
Create behavior
Animation 
game – coin collector
game - seed to tree
collect medal
tom and jerry
game design
balloon shooter
car game
coding with Minecraft aquatic
coding with Minecraft adventure
coding with Minecraft designer
coding with Minecraft heroes’ journey
revision class

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

15. intro to design thinking
16. more on design thinking
17. Intro to application – screen color
change
18. app design – text to speech
19.app design – animal sound
20. calculator-1
21. calculator-2
22. doubt session
23. revision/ wrap up



Programs



Benefits of coding
Improves logical thinking
Sharpen up problem solving skill
Increase focus and concentration
Increase Imagination and creativity
Enhance their ability to build
Open career opportunity



Inform about the class structure
Flexibility of date and time

2 session per week

Gamified course 

Total 144 sessions

1 teacher – 1 student 



Why only TutorForKid?

India's Most
Affordable Course

Certification from IT
company

Completely Indian
organization

100% refund policy

10% theory
90% activity



Contact Us

+91 8307725747

www.tutorforkid.com

hello@tutorforkid.com


